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Book Description: Gilbert Strang's textbooks have changed the entire approach to learning linear algebra
-- away from abstract vector spaces to specific examples of the four fundamental subspaces: the column
space and nullspace of A and A'. Introduction to Linear Algebra, Fourth Edition includes challenge
problems to complement the review problems that have been highly praised in previous editions. The
basic course is followed by seven applications: differential equations, engineering, graph theory,
statistics, Fourier methods and the FFT, linear programming, and computer graphics. Thousands of
teachers in colleges and universities and now high schools are using this book, which truly explains this
crucial subject.

Linear Algebra for the Young Mathematician
Concise Introduction to Linear Algebra deals with the subject of linear algebra, covering vectors and
linear systems, vector spaces, orthogonality, determinants, eigenvalues and eigenvectors, singular value
decomposition. It adopts an efficient approach to lead students from vectors, matrices quickly into more
advanced topics including, LU decomposition, orthogonal decomposition, Least squares solutions, GramSchmidt process, eigenvalues and eigenvectors, diagonalizability, spectral decomposition, positive
definite matrix, quadratic forms, singular value decompositions and principal component analysis. This
book is designed for onesemester teaching to undergraduate students.

Introduction to Applied Linear Algebra
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This is a short text in linear algebra, intended for a one-term course. In the first chapter, Lang discusses
the relation between the geometry and the algebra underlying the subject, and gives concrete examples
of the notions which appear later in the book. He then starts with a discussion of linear equations,
matrices and Gaussian elimination, and proceeds to discuss vector spaces, linear maps, scalar products,
determinants, and eigenvalues. The book contains a large number of exercises, some of the routine
computational type, while others are conceptual.

Deep Learning Illustrated
An introduction to a broad range of topics in deep learning, covering mathematical and conceptual
background, deep learning techniques used in industry, and research perspectives. “Written by three
experts in the field, Deep Learning is the only comprehensive book on the subject.” —Elon Musk, cochair
of OpenAI; cofounder and CEO of Tesla and SpaceX Deep learning is a form of machine learning that
enables computers to learn from experience and understand the world in terms of a hierarchy of
concepts. Because the computer gathers knowledge from experience, there is no need for a human
computer operator to formally specify all the knowledge that the computer needs. The hierarchy of
concepts allows the computer to learn complicated concepts by building them out of simpler ones; a
graph of these hierarchies would be many layers deep. This book introduces a broad range of topics in
deep learning. The text offers mathematical and conceptual background, covering relevant concepts in
linear algebra, probability theory and information theory, numerical computation, and machine learning.
It describes deep learning techniques used by practitioners in industry, including deep feedforward
networks, regularization, optimization algorithms, convolutional networks, sequence modeling, and
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practical methodology; and it surveys such applications as natural language processing, speech
recognition, computer vision, online recommendation systems, bioinformatics, and videogames. Finally,
the book offers research perspectives, covering such theoretical topics as linear factor models,
autoencoders, representation learning, structured probabilistic models, Monte Carlo methods, the
partition function, approximate inference, and deep generative models. Deep Learning can be used by
undergraduate or graduate students planning careers in either industry or research, and by software
engineers who want to begin using deep learning in their products or platforms. A website offers
supplementary material for both readers and instructors.

Introduction to Linear Algebra
Linear algebra is something all mathematics undergraduates and many other students, in subjects
ranging from engineering to economics, have to learn. The fifth edition of this hugely successful
textbook retains all the qualities of earlier editions while at the same time seeing numerous minor
improvements and major additions. The latter include: • A new chapter on singular values and singular
vectors, including ways to analyze a matrix of data • A revised chapter on computing in linear algebra,
with professional-level algorithms and code that can be downloaded for a variety of languages • A new
section on linear algebra and cryptography • A new chapter on linear algebra in probability and statistics.
A dedicated and active website also offers solutions to exercises as well as new exercises from many
different sources (e.g. practice problems, exams, development of textbook examples), plus codes in
MATLAB, Julia, and Python.
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Linear Algebra: Concepts and Applications
Discusses algorithms generally expressed in MATLAB for geodesy and global positioning. Three parts
cover basic linear algebra, the application to the (linear and also nonlinear) science of measurement, and
the GPS system and its applications. A popular article from SIAM News (June 1997) The Mathematics
of GPS is included as an introduction. Annot

Linear Algebra
Matrix algebra plays an important role in many core artificial intelligence (AI) areas, including machine
learning, neural networks, support vector machines (SVMs) and evolutionary computation. This book
offers a comprehensive and in-depth discussion of matrix algebra theory and methods for these four core
areas of AI, while also approaching AI from a theoretical matrix algebra perspective. The book consists
of two parts: the first discusses the fundamentals of matrix algebra in detail, while the second focuses on
the applications of matrix algebra approaches in AI. Highlighting matrix algebra in graph-based learning
and embedding, network embedding, convolutional neural networks and Pareto optimization theory, and
discussing recent topics and advances, the book offers a valuable resource for scientists, engineers, and
graduate students in various disciplines, including, but not limited to, computer science, mathematics
and engineering.

Basics of Linear Algebra for Machine Learning
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Renowned professor and author Gilbert Strang demonstrates that linear algebra is a fascinating subject
by showing both its beauty and value. While the mathematics is there, the effort is not all concentrated
on proofs. Strang's emphasis is on understanding. He explains concepts, rather than deduces. This book
is written in an informal and personal style and teaches real mathematics. The gears change in Chapter 2
as students reach the introduction of vector spaces. Throughout the book, the theory is motivated and
reinforced by genuine applications, allowing pure mathematicians to teach applied mathematics.

An Introduction to Linear Algebra
Ward Cheney and David Kincaid have developed Linear Algebra: Theory and Applications, Second
Edition, a multi-faceted introductory textbook, which was motivated by their desire for a single text that
meets the various requirements for differing courses within linear algebra. For theoretically-oriented
students, the text guides them as they devise proofs and deal with abstractions by focusing on a
comprehensive blend between theory and applications. For application-oriented science and engineering
students, it contains numerous exercises that help them focus on understanding and learning not only
vector spaces, matrices, and linear transformations, but uses of software tools available for use in applied
linear algebra. Using a flexible design, it is an ideal textbook for instructors who wish to make their own
choice regarding what material to emphasis, and to accentuate those choices with homework
assignments from a large variety of exercises, both in the text and online.

Linear Algebra and Its Applications
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Linear Algebra for the Young Mathematician is a careful, thorough, and rigorous introduction to linear
algebra. It adopts a conceptual point of view, focusing on the notions of vector spaces and linear
transformations, and it takes pains to provide proofs that bring out the essential ideas of the subject. It
begins at the beginning, assuming no prior knowledge of the subject, but goes quite far, and it includes
many topics not usually treated in introductory linear algebra texts, such as Jordan canonical form and
the spectral theorem. While it concentrates on the finite-dimensional case, it treats the infinitedimensional case as well. The book illustrates the centrality of linear algebra by providing numerous
examples of its application within mathematics. It contains a wide variety of both conceptual and
computational exercises at all levels, from the relatively straightforward to the quite challenging.
Readers of this book will not only come away with the knowledge that the results of linear algebra are
true, but also with a deep understanding of why they are true.

Introduction to Linear Algebra
To learn and understand mathematics, students must engage in the process of doing mathematics.
Emphasizing active learning, Abstract Algebra: An Inquiry-Based Approach not only teaches abstract
algebra but also provides a deeper understanding of what mathematics is, how it is done, and how
mathematicians think. The book can be used in both rings-first and groups-first abstract algebra courses.
Numerous activities, examples, and exercises illustrate the definitions, theorems, and concepts. Through
this engaging learning process, students discover new ideas and develop the necessary communication
skills and rigor to understand and apply concepts from abstract algebra. In addition to the activities and
exercises, each chapter includes a short discussion of the connections among topics in ring theory and
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group theory. These discussions help students see the relationships between the two main types of
algebraic objects studied throughout the text. Encouraging students to do mathematics and be more than
passive learners, this text shows students that the way mathematics is developed is often different than
how it is presented; that definitions, theorems, and proofs do not simply appear fully formed in the
minds of mathematicians; that mathematical ideas are highly interconnected; and that even in a field like
abstract algebra, there is a considerable amount of intuition to be found.

Data Science and Machine Learning Series
An introduction to the basic concepts of linear algebra, along with an introduction to the techniques of
formal mathematics. Numerous worked examples and exercises, along with precise statements of
definitions and complete proofs of every theorem, make the text ideal for independent study.

Linear Algebra and Optimization for Machine Learning
Rigorous, self-contained coverage of determinants, vectors, matrices and linear equations, quadratic
forms, more. Elementary, easily readable account with numerous examples and problems at the end of
each chapter.

A First Course in Linear Algebra
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The techniques of linear algebra are used extensively across the applied sciences, and in many different
areas of algebra such as group theory, module theory, representation theory, ring theory, and Galois
theory. Written by experienced researchers with a decades of teaching experience, Introduction to Linear
Algebra is a clear and rigorous introductory text on this key topic for students of both applied sciences
and pure mathematics.

Computational Science and Engineering
A groundbreaking introduction to vectors, matrices, and least squares for engineering applications,
offering a wealth of practical examples.

Mathematical Statistics and Data Analysis
Linear algebra is a pillar of machine learning. You cannot develop a deep understanding and application
of machine learning without it. In this laser-focused Ebook, you will finally cut through the equations,
Greek letters, and confusion, and discover the topics in linear algebra that you need to know. Using clear
explanations, standard Python libraries, and step-by-step tutorial lessons, you will discover what linear
algebra is, the importance of linear algebra to machine learning, vector, and matrix operations, matrix
factorization, principal component analysis, and much more.

Linear Algebra for Everyone
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This book provides students with the rudiments of Linear Algebra, a fundamental subject for students in
all areas of science and technology. The book would also be good for statistics students studying linear
algebra. It is the translation of a successful textbook currently being used in Italy. The author is a
mathematician sensitive to the needs of a general audience. In addition to introducing fundamental ideas
in Linear Algebra through a wide variety of interesting examples, the book also discusses topics not
usually covered in an elementary text (e.g. the "cost" of operations, generalized inverses, approximate
solutions). The challenge is to show why the "everyone" in the title can find Linear Algebra useful and
easy to learn. The translation has been prepared by a native English speaking mathematician, Professor
Anthony V. Geramita.

Introduction to Linear Algebra
This best-selling textbook for a second course in linear algebra is aimed at undergrad math majors and
graduate students. The novel approach taken here banishes determinants to the end of the book. The text
focuses on the central goal of linear algebra: understanding the structure of linear operators on finitedimensional vector spaces. The author has taken unusual care to motivate concepts and to simplify
proofs. A variety of interesting exercises in each chapter helps students understand and manipulate the
objects of linear algebra. The third edition contains major improvements and revisions throughout the
book. More than 300 new exercises have been added since the previous edition. Many new examples
have been added to illustrate the key ideas of linear algebra. New topics covered in the book include
product spaces, quotient spaces, and dual spaces. Beautiful new formatting creates pages with an
unusually pleasant appearance in both print and electronic versions. No prerequisites are assumed other
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than the usual demand for suitable mathematical maturity. Thus the text starts by discussing vector
spaces, linear independence, span, basis, and dimension. The book then deals with linear maps,
eigenvalues, and eigenvectors. Inner-product spaces are introduced, leading to the finite-dimensional
spectral theorem and its consequences. Generalized eigenvectors are then used to provide insight into the
structure of a linear operator.

Mathematics for Machine Learning
Basic textbook covers theory of matrices and its applications to systems of linear equations and related
topics such as determinants, eigenvalues, and differential equations. Includes numerous exercises.

Concise Introduction to Linear Algebra
Part of the new Digital Filmmaker Series! Digital Filmmaking: An Introductionis the first book in the
newDigital Filmmaker Series. Designed for an introductory level course in digital filmmaking, it is
intended for anyone who has an interest in telling stories with pictures and sound and won't assume any
familiarity with equipment or concepts on the part of the student. In addition to the basics of shooting
and editing, different story forms are introduced from documentary and live events through fictional
narratives. Each of the topics is covered in enough depth to allow anyone with a camera and a computer
to begin creating visual projects of quality.
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Practical Linear Algebra for Machine Learning
This leading textbook for first courses in linear algebra comes from the hugely experienced MIT lecturer
and author Gilbert Strang. The book's tried and tested approach is direct, offering practical explanations
and examples, while showing the beauty and variety of the subject. Unlike most other linear algebra
textbooks, the approach is not a repetitive drill. Instead it inspires an understanding of real mathematics.
The book moves gradually and naturally from numbers to vectors to the four fundamental subspaces.
This new edition includes challenge problems at the end of each section. Preview five complete sections
at math.mit.edu/linearalgebra. Readers can also view freely available online videos of Gilbert Strang's
18.06 linear algebra course at MIT, via OpenCourseWare (ocw.mit.edu), that have been watched by over
a million viewers. Also on the web (http://web.mit.edu/18.06/www/), readers will find years of MIT
exam questions, MATLAB help files and problem sets to practise what they have learned.

Matrices and Linear Algebra
This book provides the mathematical fundamentals of linear algebra to practicers in computer vision,
machine learning, robotics, applied mathematics, and electrical engineering. By only assuming a
knowledge of calculus, the authors develop, in a rigorous yet down to earth manner, the mathematical
theory behind concepts such as: vectors spaces, bases, linear maps, duality, Hermitian spaces, the
spectral theorems, SVD, and the primary decomposition theorem. At all times, pertinent real-world
applications are provided. This book includes the mathematical explanations for the tools used which we
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believe that is adequate for computer scientists, engineers and mathematicians who really want to do
serious research and make significant contributions in their respective fields.

Exam Prep for: Linear Algebra and Learning from Data
The renowned mathematician and educator Gilbert Strang presents a collection of expository papers on
the theory and applications of linear algebra, accompanied by video lectures on http://ocw.mit.edu. The
essays are diverse in scope and range from purely theoretical studies on deep fundamental principles of
matrix algebra to discussions on the teaching of calculus and an examination of the mathematical
foundations of aspects of computational engineering. One thing these essays have in common is the way
that they express both the importance and the beauty of the subject, as well as the author's passion for
mathematics. This text will be of practical use to students and researchers across a whole spectrum of
numerate disciplines. Furthermore, this collection provides a unique perspective on mathematics and the
communication thereof as a human endeavour, complemented as these essays are by commentary from
the author regarding their provenance and the reaction to them.

Linear Algebra
"The authors’ clear visual style provides a comprehensive look at what’s currently possible with
artificial neural networks as well as a glimpse of the magic that’s to come." –Tim Urban, author of Wait
But Why Fully Practical, Insightful Guide to Modern Deep Learning Deep learning is transforming
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software, facilitating powerful new artificial intelligence capabilities, and driving unprecedented
algorithm performance. Deep Learning Illustrated is uniquely intuitive and offers a complete
introduction to the discipline’s techniques. Packed with full-color figures and easy-to-follow code, it
sweeps away the complexity of building deep learning models, making the subject approachable and fun
to learn. World-class instructor and practitioner Jon Krohn–with visionary content from Grant Beyleveld
and beautiful illustrations by Aglaé Bassens–presents straightforward analogies to explain what deep
learning is, why it has become so popular, and how it relates to other machine learning approaches.
Krohn has created a practical reference and tutorial for developers, data scientists, researchers, analysts,
and students who want to start applying it. He illuminates theory with hands-on Python code in
accompanying Jupyter notebooks. To help you progress quickly, he focuses on the versatile deep
learning library Keras to nimbly construct efficient TensorFlow models; PyTorch, the leading alternative
library, is also covered. You’ll gain a pragmatic understanding of all major deep learning approaches
and their uses in applications ranging from machine vision and natural language processing to image
generation and game-playing algorithms. Discover what makes deep learning systems unique, and the
implications for practitioners Explore new tools that make deep learning models easier to build, use, and
improve Master essential theory: artificial neurons, training, optimization, convolutional nets, recurrent
nets, generative adversarial networks (GANs), deep reinforcement learning, and more Walk through
building interactive deep learning applications, and move forward with your own artificial intelligence
projects Register your book for convenient access to downloads, updates, and/or corrections as they
become available. See inside book for details.

An Introduction to Linear Algebra
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Useful Concepts and Results at the Heart of Linear AlgebraA one- or two-semester course for a wide
variety of students at the sophomore/junior undergraduate levelA Modern Introduction to Linear Algebra
provides a rigorous yet accessible matrix-oriented introduction to the essential concepts of linear
algebra. Concrete, easy-to-understand examples m

A Modern Introduction to Linear Algebra
Machine Learning is everywhere these days and a lot of fellows desire to learn it and even master it!
This burning desire creates a sense of impatience. We are looking for shortcuts and willing to ONLY
jump to the main concept. If you do a simple search on the web, you see thousands of people asking
"How can I learn Machine Learning?", "What is the fastest approach to learn Machine Learning?", and
"What are the best resources to start Machine Learning?" \textit. Mastering a branch of science is NOT
just a feel-good exercise. It has its own requirements.One of the most critical requirements for Machine
Learning is Linear Algebra. Basically, the majority of Machine Learning is working with data and
optimization. How can you want to learn those without Linear Algebra? How would you process and
represent data without vectors and matrices? On the other hand, Linear Algebra is a branch of
mathematics after all. A lot of people trying to avoid mathematics or have the temptation to "just learn as
necessary." I agree with the second approach, though. \textit: You cannot escape Linear Algebra if you
want to learn Machine Learning and Deep Learning. There is NO shortcut.The good news is there are
numerous resources out there. In fact, the availability of numerous resources made me ponder whether
writing this book was necessary? I have been blogging about Machine Learning for a while and after
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searching and searching I realized there is a deficiency of an organized book which \textbf teaches the
most used Linear Algebra concepts in Machine Learning, \textbf provides practical notions using
everyday used programming languages such as Python, and \textbf be concise and NOT unnecessarily
lengthy.In this book, you get all of what you need to learn about Linear Algebra that you need to master
Machine Learning and Deep Learning.

Linear Algebra, Geodesy, and GPS
Data science libraries, frameworks, modules, and toolkits are great for doing data science, but they’re
also a good way to dive into the discipline without actually understanding data science. In this book,
you’ll learn how many of the most fundamental data science tools and algorithms work by implementing
them from scratch. If you have an aptitude for mathematics and some programming skills, author Joel
Grus will help you get comfortable with the math and statistics at the core of data science, and with
hacking skills you need to get started as a data scientist. Today’s messy glut of data holds answers to
questions no one’s even thought to ask. This book provides you with the know-how to dig those answers
out. Get a crash course in Python Learn the basics of linear algebra, statistics, and probability—and
understand how and when they're used in data science Collect, explore, clean, munge, and manipulate
data Dive into the fundamentals of machine learning Implement models such as k-nearest Neighbors,
Naive Bayes, linear and logistic regression, decision trees, neural networks, and clustering Explore
recommender systems, natural language processing, network analysis, MapReduce, and databases
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Introduction to Linear Algebra
Linear Algebra: A First Course with Applications explores the fundamental ideas of linear algebra,
including vector spaces, subspaces, basis, span, linear independence, linear transformation, eigenvalues,
and eigenvectors, as well as a variety of applications, from inventories to graphics to Google’s
PageRank. Unlike other texts on the subject, this classroom-tested book gives students enough time to
absorb the material by focusing on vector spaces early on and using computational sections as numerical
interludes. It offers introductions to MapleTM, MATLAB®, and TI-83 Plus for calculating matrix
inverses, determinants, eigenvalues, and eigenvectors. Moving from the specific to the general, the
author raises questions, provides motivation, and discusses strategy before presenting answers.
Discussions of motivation and strategy include content and context to help students learn.

A Matrix Algebra Approach to Artificial Intelligence
Deep Learning
Differential equations and linear algebra are two central topics in the undergraduate mathematics
curriculum. This innovative textbook allows the two subjects to be developed either separately or
together, illuminating the connections between two fundamental topics, and giving increased flexibility
to instructors. It can be used either as a semester-long course in differential equations, or as a one-year
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course in differential equations, linear algebra, and applications. Beginning with the basics of differential
equations, it covers first and second order equations, graphical and numerical methods, and matrix
equations. The book goes on to present the fundamentals of vector spaces, followed by eigenvalues and
eigenvectors, positive definiteness, integral transform methods and applications to PDEs. The exposition
illuminates the natural correspondence between solution methods for systems of equations in discrete
and continuous settings. The topics draw on the physical sciences, engineering and economics, reflecting
the author's distinguished career as an applied mathematician and expositor.

Exam Prep for: Linear Algebra and Learning from Data
The fundamental mathematical tools needed to understand machine learning include linear algebra,
analytic geometry, matrix decompositions, vector calculus, optimization, probability and statistics.
These topics are traditionally taught in disparate courses, making it hard for data science or computer
science students, or professionals, to efficiently learn the mathematics. This self-contained textbook
bridges the gap between mathematical and machine learning texts, introducing the mathematical
concepts with a minimum of prerequisites. It uses these concepts to derive four central machine learning
methods: linear regression, principal component analysis, Gaussian mixture models and support vector
machines. For students and others with a mathematical background, these derivations provide a starting
point to machine learning texts. For those learning the mathematics for the first time, the methods help
build intuition and practical experience with applying mathematical concepts. Every chapter includes
worked examples and exercises to test understanding. Programming tutorials are offered on the book's
web site.
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Linear Algebra
Linear algebra is a fundamental area of mathematics, and is arguably the most powerful mathematical
tool ever developed. It is a core topic of study within fields as diverse as: business, economics,
engineering, physics, computer science, ecology, sociology, demography and genetics. For an example
of linear algebra at work, one needs to look no further than the Google search engine, which relies upon
linear algebra to rank the results of a search with respect to relevance. The strength of the text is in the
large number of examples and the step-by-step explanation of each topic as it is introduced. It is
compiled in a way that allows distance learning, with explicit solutions to set problems freely available
online. The miscellaneous exercises at the end of each chapter comprise questions from past exam
papers from various universities, helping to reinforce the reader's confidence. Also included, generally at
the beginning of sections, are short historical biographies of the leading players in the field of linear
algebra to provide context for the topics covered. The dynamic and engaging style of the book includes
frequent question and answer sections to test the reader's understanding of the methods introduced,
rather than requiring rote learning. When first encountered, the subject can appear abstract and students
will sometimes struggle to see its relevance; to counter this, the book also contains interviews with key
people who use linear algebra in practice, in both professional and academic life. It will appeal to
undergraduate students in mathematics, the physical sciences and engineering.

Linear Algebra Done Right
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This textbook introduces linear algebra and optimization in the context of machine learning. Examples
and exercises are provided throughout this text book together with access to a solution’s manual. This
textbook targets graduate level students and professors in computer science, mathematics and data
science. Advanced undergraduate students can also use this textbook. The chapters for this textbook are
organized as follows: 1. Linear algebra and its applications: The chapters focus on the basics of linear
algebra together with their common applications to singular value decomposition, matrix factorization,
similarity matrices (kernel methods), and graph analysis. Numerous machine learning applications have
been used as examples, such as spectral clustering, kernel-based classification, and outlier detection. The
tight integration of linear algebra methods with examples from machine learning differentiates this book
from generic volumes on linear algebra. The focus is clearly on the most relevant aspects of linear
algebra for machine learning and to teach readers how to apply these concepts. 2. Optimization and its
applications: Much of machine learning is posed as an optimization problem in which we try to
maximize the accuracy of regression and classification models. The “parent problem” of optimizationcentric machine learning is least-squares regression. Interestingly, this problem arises in both linear
algebra and optimization, and is one of the key connecting problems of the two fields. Least-squares
regression is also the starting point for support vector machines, logistic regression, and recommender
systems. Furthermore, the methods for dimensionality reduction and matrix factorization also require the
development of optimization methods. A general view of optimization in computational graphs is
discussed together with its applications to back propagation in neural networks. A frequent challenge
faced by beginners in machine learning is the extensive background required in linear algebra and
optimization. One problem is that the existing linear algebra and optimization courses are not specific to
machine learning; therefore, one would typically have to complete more course material than is
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necessary to pick up machine learning. Furthermore, certain types of ideas and tricks from optimization
and linear algebra recur more frequently in machine learning than other application-centric settings.
Therefore, there is significant value in developing a view of linear algebra and optimization that is better
suited to the specific perspective of machine learning.

Linear Algebra: Step by Step
Covers determinants, linear spaces, systems of linear equations, linear functions of a vector argument,
coordinate transformations, the canonical form of the matrix of a linear operator, bilinear and quadratic
forms, Euclidean spaces, unitary spaces, quadratic forms in Euclidean and unitary spaces, finitedimensional space. Problems with hints and answers.

Essays in Linear Algebra
Linear algebra and the foundations of deep learning, together at last! From Professor Gilbert Strang,
acclaimed author of Introduction to Linear Algebra, comes Linear Algebra and Learning from Data, the
first textbook that teaches linear algebra together with deep learning and neural nets. This readable yet
rigorous textbook contains a complete course in the linear algebra and related mathematics that students
need to know to get to grips with learning from data. Included are: the four fundamental subspaces,
singular value decompositions, special matrices, large matrix computation techniques, compressed
sensing, probability and statistics, optimization, the architecture of neural nets, stochastic gradient
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descent and backpropagation.

Abstract Algebra
This is the first text in a generation to re-examine the purpose of the mathematical statistics course. The
book's approach interweaves traditional topics with data analysis and reflects the use of the computer
with close ties to the practice of statistics. The author stresses analysis of data, examines real problems
with real data, and motivates the theory. The book's descriptive statistics, graphical displays, and
realistic applications stand in strong contrast to traditional texts that are set in abstract settings. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.

Linear Algebra and Optimization with Applications to Machine Learning - Volume I:
Linear Algebra for Computer Vision, Robotics, and Machine Learning
Become proficient in linear algebra in this course in the Data Science and Machine Learning Series.
Follow along with machine learning expert Advait Jayant through a combination of lecture and hands-on
to practice applying linear algebra concepts. Also here are all of Advait Jayant's highly-rated videos on
O'Reilly, including the full Data Science and Machine Learning Series . The following ten topics will be
covered in this Data Science and Machine Learning course: Introducing Linear Algebra . Understand
linear algebra concepts in this first topic in the Data Science and Machine Learning Series. Linear
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algebra is a continuous form of mathematics that allows us to model natural phenomena and compute
them efficiently. Functional analysis is the application of linear algebra to spaces of functions. Be able to
explain vectors which are ordered lists of numbers. Perform vector addition and multiplication. Creating
Linear Transformations, Span, and Basis Vectors . Create linear transformations, span, and basis vectors
in this second topic within this linear algebra course in the Data Science and Machine Learning Series.
Using Linear Transformations and Matrices . Use linear transformations and matrices in this third topic
within this linear algebra course in the Data Science and Machine Learning Series. See how linear
transformations look in two dimensions and practice more advanced vector multiplication. Using Linear
Transformations as Composition . Use linear transformations as composition in this fourth topic within
this linear algebra course in the Data Science and Machine Learning Series. Practice matrix
multiplication as composition including the use of the Shear Transformation. Apply transformations in a
particular sequence. Creating Matrix Determinants . Create matrix determinants in this fifth topic within
this linear algebra course in the Data Science and Machine Learning Series. The determinant is the
scaling factor by which a linear transformation changes the area of any shape. Mastering Inverse
Matrices, Linear Systems of Equations, Rank, Column Spaces, and Null Spaces . Master inverse
matrices, linear systems of equations, rank, column spaces, and Null Spaces in this sixth topic within this
linear algebra course in the Data Science and Machine Learning Series. Using Dot Products and Duality
. Know all about dot products and duality in this seventh topic within this linear algebra course in the
Data Science and Machine Learning Series.

Data Science from Scratch
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Linear Algebra with Applications, Alternate Edition
Encompasses the full range of computational science and engineering from modelling to solution, both
analytical and numerical. It develops a framework for the equations and numerical methods of applied
mathematics. Gilbert Strang has taught this material to thousands of engineers and scientists (and many
more on MIT's OpenCourseWare 18.085-6). His experience is seen in his clear explanations, wide range
of examples, and teaching method. The book is solution-based and not formula-based: it integrates
analysis and algorithms and MATLAB codes to explain each topic as effectively as possible. The topics
include applied linear algebra and fast solvers, differential equations with finite differences and finite
elements, Fourier analysis and optimization. This book also serves as a reference for the whole
community of computational scientists and engineers. Supporting resources, including MATLAB codes,
problem solutions and video lectures from Gilbert Strang's 18.085 courses at MIT, are provided at
math.mit.edu/cse.

Differential Equations and Linear Algebra
Linear Algebra: Concepts and Applications is designed to be used in a first linear algebra course taken
by mathematics and science majors. It provides a complete coverage of core linear algebra topics,
including vectors and matrices, systems of linear equations, general vector spaces, linear
transformations, eigenvalues, and eigenvectors. All results are carefully, clearly, and rigorously proven.
The exposition is very accessible. The applications of linear algebra are extensive and
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substantial—several of those recur throughout the text in different contexts, including many that elucidate
concepts from multivariable calculus. Unusual features of the text include a pervasive emphasis on the
geometric interpretation and viewpoint as well as a very complete treatment of the singular value
decomposition. The book includes over 800 exercises and numerous references to the author's custom
software Linear Algebra Toolkit.
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